Intelligent algorithms are recently used in the optimization process in chemical engineering and application of multiphase flows such as bubbling flow. This overview of modeling can be a great replacement with complex numerical methods or very time-consuming and disruptive measurement experimental process. In this study, we develop the adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) method for mapping inputs and outputs together and understand the behavior of the fluid flow from other output parameters of the bubble column reactor. Neural cells can fully learn the process in their memory and after the training stage, the fuzzy structure predicts the multiphase flow data. Four inputs such as x coordinate, y coordinate, z coordinate, and air superficial velocity and one output such as pressure gradient are considered in the learning process of the ANFIS method. During the learning process, the different number of the membership function, type of membership functions and the number of inputs are examined to achieve the intelligent algorithm with high accuracy. The results show that as the number of inputs increases the accuracy of the ANFIS method rises up to 2 > 0.99 almost for all cases, while the increment in the number of rules has a effect on the intelligence of artificial algorithm.
Introduction
The extensive application of bubble column reactors is indebted to several benefits provided both by their engineering and functioning in comparison to other reactors. Firstly, their outstanding mass transfer and heat features mean mass transfer and high heat coefficients. Slight upkeep and less operation expenses are needed because of compression and lacking moving parts. The catalyst and/or other packing material are highly durable (Degaleesan, Dudukovic, & Pan, 2001) . Furthermore, other vantages include withdrawal ability, online catalyst addition, and plug-free operation rendering bubble columns a popular reactor option (Prakash, Margaritis, Li, & Bergougnou, 2001) . Within the last few decades, research on key hydrodynamic and functioning parameters distinguishing their function have has substantially focused on their industrial standing, widespread applicability, and designing and scaling up bubble column reactors. Recently, studies on bubble columns have often addressed such subjects as gas holdup (Anabtawi, Abu-Eishah, Hilal, & Nabhan, 2003; Bouaifi, Hebrard, Bastoul, & Roustan, 2001; Forret, Schweitzer, Gauthier, Krishna, & Schweich, 2003; Luo, Lee, Lau, Yang, & Fan, 1999; Shimizu, Takada, Minekawa, & Kawase, 2000; Tang & Heindel, 2004; Veera, Kataria, & Joshi, 2004; S. Wang et al., 2003) , bubble characteristics (Essadki, Nikov, & Delmas, 1997; Lapin, Paaschen, Junghans, & Lübbert, 2002; H Li & Prakash, 1999 Prakash et al., 2001; Schäfer, Merten, & Eigenberger, 2002) , flow regimes and computational fluid dynamics (Buwa & Ranade, 2002; Degaleesan et al., 2001 ; M. Dhotre, Ekambara, & Joshi, 2004; Michele & Hempel, 2002; Ruzicka, Zahradnık, Drahoš, & Thomas, 2001 ; Mosavi et al. 2019) , local and mean heat transfer determinations (Chen, Hasegawa, Tsutsumi, Otawara, & Shigaki, 2003; Cho, Woo, Kang, & Kim, 2002; Hanning Li & Prakash, 2001; H Li & Prakash, 2002; Lin & Wang, 2001) , and mass transfer (Behkish, Men, Inga, & Morsi, 2002; Maalej, Benadda, & Otterbein, 2003; Vandu & Krishna, 2004; Verma & Rai, 2003) .
Common topics examined in such investigations include the impacts of column internals design, column dimensions, working settings (temperature and i.e. pressure), solid type and influence of superficial gas velocity, and concentration. A number of empirical examinations have focused on the evaluation of operational settings, column dimensions and slurry physical properties affecting the function of bubble columns (Pino et al., 1992) . The fluid dynamic determination of bubble column reactors significantly influences the functioning and performance of bubble columns. As reported in previous researches, empirical outcomes gained by parameter surveys are strongly dependent upon the predominant regime near the gas distributors, middle of the rector or near the surface of the reactor (Kumar, Degaleesan, Laddha, & Hoelscher, 1976; Lefebvre & Guy, 1999; Rabha, Schubert, & Hampel, 2013; Şal, Gül, & Özdemir, 2013; Shah, Kelkar, Godbole, & Deckwer, 1982; A Sokolichin & Eigenberger, 1994) . The flow regime in the reactor changes with different operating conditions such as superficial gas velocity, column dimensions, sparger arrangement and specifications, gas and liquid properties and reactor operating pressure and temperature (Buwa & Ranade, 2003; Deen, Solberg, & Hjertager, 2000; M. T. Dhotre, Niceno, Smith, & Simiano, 2009; Díaz et al., 2008; Masood & Delgado, 2014; Pourtousi, Ganesan, Kazemzadeh, Sandaran, & Sahu, 2015; Pourtousi, Ganesan, Sandaran, & Sahu, 2016) . There are two main flow regimes such as homogeneous (low rate of break-up and coalescence) and heterogeneous regime (high rate of break-up and coalescence) (Masood, Khalid, & Delgado, 2015; Silva, d'Ávila, & Mori, 2012; Sobrino, Acosta-Iborra, IzquierdoBarrientos, & De Vega, 2015) . The homogeneous flow regime appears at very small inlet velocity roughly below 5 cm/s with a low rate of merging bubbles. In this condition, the turbulence and shear flow in the reactor is not large enough to break fluids or merge the interface (Fan, 1989; Hills, 1974; T. Ziegenhein, Rzehak, & Lucas, 2015) . The characteristics of this flow regime are bubbles of rather uniform low dimensions and high velocities (Lopez de Bertodano, Lahey Jr, & Jones, 1994; Schumpe & Grund, 1986 ). An even bubble dissemination and rather mild mixing are observable above the whole cross-section of the column (Besagni, Guédon, & Inzoli, 2016; Clift, 1978; Hyndman, Larachi, & Guy, 1997; Joshi, 2001 ). In practice, there is not any break-up or bubble coalescence, so in this regime, bubble size is nearly entirely determined by the system properties and sparger design (Burns, Frank, Hamill, & Shi, 2004; Rampure, Kulkarni, & Ranade, 2007; Thorat, Joshi, & Science, 2004; Xing, Wang, & Wang, 2013) .
Additionally, numerical methods such as CFD algorithms and established mathematical models support empirical investigations for the enhanced description of the procedures occurring in a bubble column reactor (Pfleger & Becker, 2001; Pourtousi, 2016; Pourtousi, Sahu, & Ganesan, 2014; Simonnet, Gentric, Olmos, & Midoux, 2008; Tabib, Roy, & Joshi, 2008; H. Wang et al., 2014) . It has been demonstrated that Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to be very practical in the simulation of polyphase flows in the BCR, in particular, because of the substantial developments in numerical procedures and calculating power throughout the last two decades (de Bertodana, 1992; de Bertodano, 1992; Jay Sanyal, Marchisio, Fox, & Dhanasekharan, 2005) . CFD can be useful for parametric investigations after validating the model to diminish experimental expenses(C. Azwadi, Razzaghian, Pourtousi, & Safdari, 2013; Krishna, Urseanu, Van Baten, & Ellenberger, 1999; McClure, Aboudha, Kavanagh, Fletcher, & Barton, 2015; Jayanta Sanyal, Vásquez, Roy, & Dudukovic, 1999) . As one of the most predominant analytical tools, CFD is used for the analysis of heat and mass flow processes due to its multiple uses and the accessibility of various robust, easy to use computer software applying CFD. CFD as a numerical process comes with such downsides as precision and stableness (Buwa, Deo, & Ranade, 2006; McClure, Kavanagh, Fletcher, & Barton, 2013 Simonnet, Gentric, Olmos, & Midoux, 2007) . Whereas the stableness problem can typically be addressed through lesser time steps, the accuracy issue is improvable via better discretization order and mesh quality for the determining equations (Besbes, El Hajem, Aissia, Champagne, & Jay, 2015; Islam, Ganesan, & Cheng, 2015; Alexande Sokolichin, Eigenberger, & Lapin, 2004; Xiao, Yang, & Li, 2013; Thomas Ziegenhein, Rzehak, Krepper, & Lucas, 2013) . Nevertheless, improving discretization order and/or mesh quality may exacerbate the solution process stableness (Liu & Hinrichsen, 2014; McClure, Norris, Kavanagh, Fletcher, & Barton, 2015; Xiao et al., 2013; T. Ziegenhein et al., 2015) .
To analyze CFD, therefore, no universal measure exists to realize the best integration of discretization order, mesh quality and time step. Thus, some CFD analyses may become overpriced because of lengthy analysis time and increased computing price. Intelligent methods can be a great alternative to replace with CFD analysis and predict the flow pattern (Ekambara, Dhotre, & Joshi, 2005; Laborde-Boutet, Larachi, Dromard, Delsart, & Schweich, 2009; Van Baten, Ellenberger, & Krishna, 2003) . These methods due to having inexpensive algorithms structure, they can mimic the CFD results and enable researchers to simulate many CFD cases. Pourtousi et al. (M. Pourtousi, J. N. Sahu, P. Ganesan, S. Shamshirband, & G. Redzwan, 2015; Pourtousi, Zeinali, Ganesan, & Sahu, 2015) showed that soft computing methods can predict the microscopic and macroscopic fluid pattern with the condition of appropriate learning process. They used the ANFIS method for combination of CFD and smart modeling and this model showed the great ability in the prediction of CFD results. Intelligent algorithms provide a potent instrument to analyze intricate issues, including mass flow processes and heat, which maintains the quality of CFD method but necessitates lower CPU work than CFD(Ali Ghorbani, Kazempour, Chau, Shamshirband, & Taherei Ghazvinei, 2018; Chau, 2017; Chuntian & Chau, 2002; Moazenzadeh, Mohammadi, Shamshirband, & Chau, 2018; Wu & Chau, 2011; Yaseen, Sulaiman, Deo, & Chau, 2018) .
While creating machine learning tools by ANFIS, an important point is to choice appropriate parameters, such as the number of membership function (MF) and the type of membership function (Babanezhad, Rezakazemi, Hajilary, & Shirazian; Shamshirband, Babanezhad, & Mosavi, 2019) . Selection of suitable factors for the learning procedure, including the presence of data P, is also of importance to represent the percentage of data existing in the training process. Previous research has focused on the selection of parameters and their effects on the ANFIS (Fritzke, 1997; J.-S. R. Jang, Sun, & Mizutani, 1997; Taha, Noureldin, & El-Sheimy, 2001 ). About specific training and testing datasets, the impacts of these parameters are analyzed on the final ANFIS performance, namely the training and testing processes. A sensitivity investigation of different tuning parameters of the machine learning method for better prediction of the process has not fully studied Vargas et al. 2017; Mosavi et al. 2017 ). Additionally, after the learning process in the ANFIS structure, there are many possibilities to learn about the flow in the domain by creating a map between inputs and outputs. Therefore, in this study, we examined different tuning parameters of the ANFIS method to achieve the high accuracy of this method in the prediction. Additionally, we combined all outputs and inputs parameters together and study the effect of different inputs and outputs on the behavior of the multiphase flow.
Method
In order to stimulate the liquid and gas interactions, the two-stage model was applied, which was based on the Eulerian-Eulerian approach. The stages are treated like a continuum in the domain being considered in this approach. The basis of the Eulerian modeling framework is the momentum transport and ensemble-averaged mass equations.
Continuity equation:
Momentum transfer equation:
The overall interfacial force that is active between the two stages is on the basis of the turbulent dispersion force and interphase drag force. These can be restated as Relation (3):
Tabib et al. provided a detailed description about the interfacial force models applied in the current work (Tabib et al., 2008) .
In addition, the interfacial forces, the turbulence model is regarded as one of the main elements for capturing the bubble column's hydrodynamic characteristics. The k-ε model has been extensively applied over the last 20 years for describing the flow pattern that is observed in the bubble columns. This model is a low-cost model, which is sufficiently reliable because of low computational necessities and its simplicity. This turbulence model is used in the current study for all simulations. All parameters of the turbulence model are the same as the parameters described by Pourtousi et al (Pourtousi, 2012 ; M.
Pourtousi, J. Sahu, P. Ganesan, S. M. Pourtousi, Mohammadjavad Zeinali, et al., 2015) .
Geometrical structure
For the CFD study and generation of data-set, a cylindrical bubble column reactor is used with dimensions of 0.288 m (diameter) and 2.6 m (height). This reactor structure and the flow regime is same as the reactor used by Pfleger and Becker. The superficial velocity of the gas is 0.005 m/s at the room condition. Pfleger and Becker provide the details about the boundary conditions including outlet pressure and walls used in the current study. The inlet boundary condition is like the conditions used in Tabib et al (Tabib et al., 2008) .
Grid
A structured grid is used in the domain that is based on the hexahedral grid. The grid type used is similar to the type utilized in Boutet et al (Laborde-Boutet et al., 2009 ).
ANFIS
For this study, the neural network is used to learn the data, while the fuzzy interface structure is implemented to predict the process. This process of learning and prediction within the framework of ANFIS structure is better than another individual model such as a single neural network or single fuzzy interface methods. Single core programming is used to learn and predict data. During the learning process, 70% of data is used for learning and the rest of the data is used for the evaluation process. This process of evaluation is applied in the computing code. The evaluation process is used for the validation of our code implementation. For the prediction process, we use the meshless method. In this case, the AI predicts the non-existing data in the CFD domain. Based on previous work, the number of inputs and percentage of training data have a large effect on the accuracy of training and testing.
ANFIS is defined as fuzzification and defuzzification framework for providing an exact prediction of Figure   1 . In the current work, (The x, y, and z coordinates, air superficial velocity) are used for obtaining (pressure gradient) as output. In the first layer, the inputs are classified in different function characteristics. As an example, the signal incoming i th rule function is stated as follows,
where wi denotes the signal out-coming from the node of the second layer and μAi, μBi and μCi denote the signals incoming from the MFs implemented on inputs, x coordination (X), y coordination (Y), z coordination (Z) and air superficial velocity (Vas), to the node of the second layer.
In the third layer, the relative value of each rule's firing strength is measured(J.-S. Jang, 1993; Varol, Koca, Oztop, & Avci, 2008) . This value is equal to each layer's weight over the overall amount of firing strengths of all rules:
Figure1: Schematic of the ANFIS structure with four inputs.
̅̅̅ = ∑( )
Where ̅̅̅ denotes the normalized firing strengths. In the fourth level integration algorithm, the calculation of a consequence if-then rule is applied that was suggested by previous study (Avila & Pacheco-Vega, 2009; Lei, He, Zi, & Hu, 2007; Ryoo, Dragojlovic, & Kaminski, 2005; Schurter & Roschke, 2000; Takagi & Sugeno, 1985) .
Hence, the node function is stated as follows:
Where pi , qi , ri, , si and ti denote the parameters' if-then rules, and they are known as the consequent parameters. The combination algorithms called a hybrid framework is used for updating all tuning parameters of the ANFIS method. Additionally, this algorithm, the gradient descent method updates the parameters of MFs, and the Least Square Estimate (LSE) method updates the consequent parameters.
Result and discussion
The x, y, and z coordinates, air superficial velocity, and pressure gradient are some of the parameters yielded by the CFD method. Due to the considerable computational time required for the CFD method, artificial intelligence (AI) can be highly helpful to obtain fluid characteristics at different points and dramatically reduce the computational time. This study intends to investigate the information obtained by the CFD method using AI algorithms (ANFIS method).
To commence the study using the ANFIS method, a part of the CFD output data was considered as the input, and the other part was used as the output. Accordingly, four inputs (viz., x coordinate, y coordinate, z coordinate, and air superficial velocity as input 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively) and one output (viz., pressure gradient) were considered for the investigations. The number of iterations, the total size of data, and p-value (i.e., a percentage of the total data used in the training process) were considered 700, 6000, and 70%, respectively. In this study, 70% of the data was used in the training process, and 30% of the remaining data accompanied with 70% of the data related to the training process were scrutinized in the testing process.
The x coordinate and pressure gradient were initially considered as the input and output, respectively, to investigate the ANFIS intelligence. Considering 'number of membership = 2 functions' for all types of membership functions (MFs), namely generalized bell-shaped (gbellmf), Gaussian curve (gaussmf),
Gaussian combination (gauss2mf), difference between two sigmoidal functions (dsigmf), product of two sigmoidal functions (psigmf), and triangular-shaped (trimf), training and testing processes were accomplished separately. As shown in Fig. 2 (a and b) , under the best possible condition, R 2 equals 0.08, indicating that ANFIS lacks adequate intelligence hence further modifications are required to be applied to ANFIS method to promote its intelligence. By changing the number of MFs from two to four for all types of MFs, the learning process involving training and testing was separately evaluated. Results reveal little progress in the ANFIS intelligence improvement, and in the best condition possible, R 2 is equal to 0.11 (see Figs. 3a and 3b) . Applying changes in the type and number of MFs, in the case that there is only one input, failed to make noticeable progress toward improving the intelligence; therefore, it was decided to increase the number of inputs from one to two for the rest of the investigations. To this end, x and y coordinates were considered the inputs, and pressure gradient was considered the output. The training and testing processes for all types of MFs (the number of MFs = 2) were separately analyzed using ANFIS method. The results of investigations, as observed in Figs. 5a and 5b, show an increase in the R 2 value from 0.12 to 0.64, representing that ANFIS intelligence increased by 52%. Such an increase, however, fails to suffice to reach full-fledged intelligence; thus, further investigations are needed. Therefore, by increasing the number of MFs to four, the change in the type of MFs was investigated. Different scenarios were evaluated by considering two inputs. Then, the number of inputs was elevated from two to three to promote ANFIS intelligence. To that end, x, y, and z coordinates were considered the inputs, and the pressure gradient was assumed to be the output.
In this condition, training and testing processes were conducted in the case that the number of MFs = 2.
The best value obtained for R 2 was 0.66, indicating an insignificant improvement compared with the condition that two inputs were used under the same number of MFs (see Figs. 8a and 8b) . Therefore, the number of inputs was decided to increase from three to four. Accordingly, air superficial velocity was added to the system as the fourth input in tandem with other three inputs (viz., x, y, z coordinates), and the pressure gradient was assumed to be the output. Then, the training and testing processes with two MFs were separately accomplished for all types of MFS (see Figs. 10a and 10b ). An improvement in the R 2 value (0.76) reflects the noticeably positive effect of the increased number of inputs (from 2 and 3 to 4) on the increased level of system intelligence by 10%. Increasing the number of MFS to four can lead to the complete intelligence of the ANFIS method, such that the R 2 value for training and testing processes was obtained to be 0.97 and 0.95, respectively (Figs. 11a and 11b ). This R 2 value reflects the considerably high intelligence of the ANFIS method and a significantly appropriate agreement between the outputs of the ANFIS method and that of the CFD method (see Fig. 12 (a, b, c, d, e and f)). Using the air superficial velocity as the input yielded considerably good results associated with intelligence, enabling different parts of BCR can also be predicted owing to the resulting ANFIS intelligence. Fig. 13 depicts the parts of the BCR that were involved in the learning process .
The ANFIS intelligence can help prognosticate the parts failing to be involved in the learning process, which indicates the significantly high prediction power of the AI (see Fig. 14 (a, b, c, d , and e)). Integrating AI (ANFIS method) with the CFD method reduces the computational time required by the CFD method and also avoids solving complex equations by the CFD. Taking advantage of the ANFIS intelligence can provide further information about considerably more points.
Conclusions
This study uses the new framework of the ANFIS plus CFD method to predict the pressure gradient as an output of the ANFIS with combined input and output hydrodynamics parameters of the cylindrical bubble column reactor (such as mesh positions and gas speed) as the ANFIS input parameters. For this study, different function characteristics, the number of function and input parameters are used to achieve the accurate ANFIS method for the prediction of reactor. The results show that the input parameters and the number of rules significantly affect the accuracy of the intelligent algorithm. Due to the high density of neural nodes for high input parameters or the high number of rules the algorithms can mimic the pressure gradient in the bubble column reactor. The membership function has a minimal effect on the intelligent of the combination of the ANFIS and CFD. Furthermore, we suggest that to improve the accuracy of the method after using the maximum input parameters and number of rules, the tuning parameters should be considered. Additionally, the results show that the output parameters such as the speed of gas in the column can be used during the learning process, and for the better understanding of this complex hydrodynamics behavior in the column, deep learning methods such as Long short-term memory (LSTM) (Vargas et al. 2017 ) can be considered.
